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President’s Column

February 2012

- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

This is my last President’s Column, and the upcoming Annual General
Meeting will be the last meeting that I chair. There will be aspects of the
president’s role that I miss – and naturally, some I will not.
I will miss the camaraderie of being on the board – or maybe not, if the
by-laws are amended as proposed.
I will not miss writing these columns every month! Coming up with
something to write about each month has taxed my creative juices to the
limit.
I will miss the opportunity to shape the direction that the guild goes in
the future.
I will not miss making repeatedly appeals for people to volunteer to
help the guild function. Sometimes those are answered by lots of people
keen to help (thank you to all who stepped forward in answer to the
appeal for photographers!). Other times there is a chorus of “not me,
somebody else should do this!” which is very frustrating.
Many of you may not realize that the first executive meeting I attended
was as president. I was approached, cajoled and exhorted to become
president because the guild needed one. Nobody else was willing to run.
I had no idea what the role really involved, but I agreed to take on the job
because I realized that the guild needed somebody to fulfill the role.
I am now thinking about how I can serve the guild in a new way. I have
put my name on the list as a photographer, and as a writer of articles for
the newsletter. I will continue to volunteer as a turner at Brentwood and
the KMS show. I will continue to do what I can to make the guild better –
more vibrant, more functional, more fun.
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I hope that each of you will do the same.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

February’s President’s Challenge is

“a look back - what are you most pleased with that you have done?
what would you change if you were to do it again?”

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, Feb. 22, 2012 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
Peter McLaren will present “Vacuum Turning
with a List” carrying on from Larry’s recent
discussion of vacuum systems and chucks,
I will demonstrate turning on an easily
adjustable angle. &
GVWG Annual General Meeting.

Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier will moderate a critique
of your pieces.
Focus on Fundementals:
FOF for February will be a continuation of
spindle gouge work and include end grain
hollowing. Merv Graham will illustrate this
by turning and egg and an egg cup.

February Food Suppliers:
Barry Wilkinson, Des Wilson, Bruce Wood,
Fred Baldwin, John Bell, Marco Berera
March Food Suppliers:
Gary Bergdal, Gary Burns, Tom Byrom,
Bruce Campbell, George Capone, Robert
Carlson
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Proposed amendments to the bylaws of the guild.
This is a notice given to members of the GVWG of
proposed amendments to the Bylaws of the Guild. In order
to pass, 3/4 of the membership at the Annual General
Meeting must vote in favour of the changes. To view the
constitution and bylaws as they now stand, go to http://
www.gvwg.ca/_governance.html and download the PDF
document.

The four proposed changes follow, with deletions struck
out and additions highlighted. An explanation of the reason
for the change follows each proposed change.
1(a) Bylaws means the bylaws of a the society.

DON’T FORGET
Greater Vancouver
Wood Guild’s
Annual General Meeting
FEBRUARY 22, 2012

Explanation: The only bylaws referred to in the
document are the bylaws of the GVWG. This language is
clearer.
2(d): The amount of the first annual membership dues must be determined by the directors and after that
the annual membership dues may only be altered at the annual general meeting of the society .
Explanation: The executive is responsible for running the Guild, and ensuring that it remains an
economically viable organization. Costs rise from time to time. Membership fees are paid in September,
and the AGM is in February. A vote to increase the fee will result in increased revenue the following
September. As such, the following could occur: a fee increase, such as the cost of renting the hall, could
occur in February, too late for a motion at the AGM. The motion to increase fees would have to wait until
the following February, and then take effect the following September, resulting in an 18 month delay before
expenses are balanced by revenue.
6(c): The president, past-president, vice president, secretary and up to six (6) other persons are the
directors of the society.
6(o) Notwithstanding any clauses in paragraph 6, the position of past president is an appointed position
held by the most recent past-president for a term of one year after his or her term as president has ended.
Explanation: The Bylaws of the Guild have been written to ensure that there is continuity in the board
of directors. Notwithstanding this, there have been occasions where most of the board members have
been recently elected, with little knowledge of what was done in the past, or why. The creation of the pastpresident position is an attempt to improve continuity, while ensuring that past-presidents do not outstay
their welcome.
14(a): A notice may be given to a member, either personally, by mail to the member at the member’s
registered address or if the member so chooses by email to the member at the member’s email address.
Explanation: When the Guild was formed, few people had email. Now almost everybody has it. This
change will allow the Guild to deliver notices in the most cost effective manner possible.

A Safety Memo

Accidents can happen in the blink of an eye.
Protecting your face from dust, wood chips and
even larger particles flying off the work piece is an
important safety measure. Wear a full face shield
preferably a respirator, particularly if working with
very dry or spalted dusty wood. Wood dust is not
good for our lungs, especially spalted woods. Many
woods are detrimental to our health and can cause
sickness or serious health issues.

AAW would like every member to review the Lathe
Safety Guidelines by the American Association of
Woodturners, our parent organization, and to use
the safety tips while working in your shop. Knowing
the toxicity of woods you work with can help you
avoid adverse reactions and allow you to enjoy
woodturning more by being prepared. Review
Bruce’s Wood Toxicity and Identification guideline.
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Suspended Vessels and Split Bowls with Alan Carter
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Alan is a relatively new woodturner, and is
essentially self-taught. Most of Alan’s work is
non-functional. He came to show 32 of us how to
make suspended vessels. These are essentially
hollow forms with legs attached to the sides by pins,
holding them above the table surface.
The success of these pieces depends on how
the holes for the pins for the supports line up. This
is a small detail, but a very important one and one
that affects the design process. To create his demo
piece he used a 3x3” maple blank, about 10” long.
The holes for the pins are drilled before the turning.
It is important that the blank be good and square,
because if the piece is diamond shaped the holes
will not line up in the end. Similarly, if the piece is
skewed on the lathe the holes will not line up either.
As such, make sure you mark the centre of the
ends accurately, drawing diagonal lines or using a
centre finder. He does a rough drawing of the final
shape on the blank, leaving room at the bottom for
a tennon and room at the top to allow him to shape
the piece. For best looks, the support pins should
usually be at the
widest point of the
piece. He marks the
centre of the blank
on opposite sides,
makes a dimple,
and takes it to the
drill press to drill two
holes. Make sure
that your drill press
is square as well.
He usually uses 1/8”
brass pins for his
work, so size the
holes accordingly.
Back at the lathe,
the piece is mounted and turned to a cylinder. A
tenon is cut for the bottom of the piece, and the
cylinder mounted in a strong-hold chuck, using the
tailstock to line up the piece properly and provide
further support. Use a pencil to mark where the
pinholes are, to give you a visual reference during
turning for the widest point of the piece. The outside
at the top is shaped, and the bottom is roughly
shaped, but a lot of mass is left at the headstock
end to reduce vibration during hollowing. A hole is
drilled with a 3/4” Forstner bit to start hollowing. He

makes the opening
fairly large so
hollowing is easier,
and hides the size of
it later with a collar.
Make sure that you
clean up the top on
the outside before it
gets too thin, to avoid
problems with chatter.
He works between
hollowing the inside
and turning the outside to final shape, gradually
working his way down on the inside, and removing
the wood on the outside as the need for the support
of the wood is reduced. While turning the outside
have the tailstock up to give support. Refine the
outside shape, keeping in mind that the piece will
look longer when sideways on the lathe than it will
once vertical.
He sands to about 400, using narrow strips of
sandpaper with a narrow strip of foam backed
sandpaper behind to protect his fingers.
For the legs, he starts with pieces longer than
he wants. The ends should be square so they will
stand up properly. Again, the most important part
is to ensure the holes for the pins line up properly.
Figure out the height for the holes and mark it on the
wood. Mark the centre and use an awl to make a
divot, and then take it to the drill press. Make sure
the bottom end of the leg is against the stop block
for each leg. Don’t drill more than about 1/4” deep,
as you do not want to have the hole go all the way
through after the legs are done. After drilling, test
fit the piece to check whether the vessel is vertical.
If it is off, the easiest fix is to cut one of the legs
down a bit. Mark the desired shape of the leg on
one of the legs, and cut it out on the bandsaw. For
these legs he cut an arc that echoed the curve of
the vessel. After cutting the first leg, use a drum
sander to smooth it a bit, and then trace the pattern
from the first to the second leg. Once the curve on
both are cut, tape them together and sand them.
This will ensure that the curves are identical. An
oscillating drum sander is a nice tool to use for
this. The next step is to taper the legs from bottom
to top, marking the line on one, cutting it with the
bandsaw, and using the first leg to trace the marks
on the second leg. For this size of piece, a 1/4” is a
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good dimension for the top. Refine the curves with
sandpaper.
The final steps are to make the collar, then the
finial. Generally for a gallery piece he glues the pins
into the piece.

In the afternoon Alan showed us how to make a
split-bowl piece. He started with a 1” thick round
of figured wood, about 8” in diameter. For holding
it on the lathe he uses a waste block and doublesided turner’s tape (not carpet tape!), and brings
the tail stock up for as long as possible. He trues
up the edge, then shapes and sands the back. He
then turns the inside of the bowl, leaving a rim that
is perfectly flat, and wide enough to provide a glue
surface and sufficient depth for pins. Use a straight
edge to check that the rim is flat. Do this at the
start, while you still have the support of the wood
in the bowl to prevent chatter. A flat piece of MDF,
longer than the diameter of the bowl with sandpaper
glued to it allows you to sand near and far edges
at the same time and makes it easy to get the rim
flat. After the inside is turned, mount it on cole jaws
and finish the bottom/outside. A couple of grooves
make a nice decorative touch. To cut the bowl in
half, cut a thin piece of MDF to the size of the blank,
and mark the centre. Line up the fence of the table
saw or band saw so that it cuts through the centre
of the MDF. Tape the edges and centre of the bowl
onto the MDF using double-sided tape, and cut the
bowl in half. Tape the two halves together to form
a clamshell. Tape some sandpaper onto a piece
of MDF (which will be flat) and sand the cut edge
smooth. Take care to keep the clamshell steady
and square to the MDF.
A piece of veneer sandwiched between the two
halves can look good. It can ease the transition
between the two halves, where heartwood meets
sapwood, or where the grain doesn’t meet well –
where it looks better with a visual separation. Trace
the outside shape from one of the clamshells,
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and cut the veneer outside that line. Glue it with
Tightbond glue to one half, and let it set up for
about a half hour. Use a utility knife to remove the
excess from the middle, then glue the other half on.
Typically Alan paints the inside black so he doesn’t
spend any time cleaning up the inside.
To make the top, he uses contrasting wood, about
1/8” thick. He sets the vessel on top, traces the
outline and marks the centre line. Using a straight
edge, draw a line down the centre and mark the
middle of it. Dimple the centre to make drilling a
hole for the finial more accurate. Drill out the hole.
Cut the top out with a scroll or band saw, leaving a
bit of extra wood. Glue the top onto the vessel. To
clamp it he sets it top down on carpet underlay on
the workbench, and clamps it right at the centre.
After the glue dries he sands the edges of the top.
Generally he then drills a hole in the exact centre of
the bottom for a brass pin for mounting. To find the
centre, wrap a piece
of paper around
the curve and fold
it in half. Mark the
centre on the piece,
then double check
by reversing the
measuring paper.
For the base, mark
the curve you want,
and cut it on the
band saw. Mark the
centre on the bottom
and use a T-square
to draw a vertical line
then a line across the
top of the curve. Tilt the table of the band saw to
champfer the base and create an hourglass shape.
Sand the base smooth, and then use the drill press
to drill the hole for the brass pin. If desired paint the
stand.
He uses spray lacquer to finish his pieces. It is
fast, fills the wood so less sanding is needed and
does not darken the wood. He puts about 10 coats
of a pre-cat lacquer (from Mohawk) on his work,
and buffs it with a Beall system. His objective is to
achieve a glass finish.
Many thanks to Alan for showing us that you do
not have to be a long-time turner to come up with
creative and original ideas for woodturning!
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Brentwood Display and Demonstration
As a Guild one of our constitutional purposes is:
“to promote the art and craft of woodturning in the
community.” In keeping with that commitment the
GVWG will again be presenting a day-long series
of turning demonstrations and a display of our art.
On Sat. March 10th,
the Brentwood Town
Centre will be the
site of our 4th Annual
community fare.

If you are involved in demonstrating please
plan on submitting 4 – 5 pieces of your work for
exhibition. Should your work generally be large
scale, then please consider fewer pieces so that
everyone has a fair share of space. We will be
handing out a brochure
about the guild and its
activities and will be
inviting anyone interested
to attend our meetings.

We hope to have
3 mini lathes set up
and operating from
9:30am til 6:00pm,
along with displays of
craft and art spread
over 8-9 tables.
As well we will be
displaying wood in
the process from log to finished piece.

All members are
encouraged to promote
this rare public event
to your friends so they
can see your work, or
just get a glimpse of
what woodturning is
about. This is also our
opportunity to promote
the guild to the community and attract potential new
members.

There are lots of spots open for demonstrators,
and we are in need of members to monitor the
display area and to interact with the public to answer
their questions about what we do and how we do it.
We will have a - No Touch - section, along with table
displays where the public will be encouraged to
handle the pieces. Make sure you indicate which of
your pieces are not to be handled.

Please remember that this is a “NO SALES” event
and that our agreement with Brentwood is for “Show
and Tell Only”.
If you are interested in participating please
contact Kees Hof - kees_hof@telus.net or phone
604.420.7795.

Look who is coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

We had a good turnout for Alan
Carter’s recent demo day and the
class did run, albeit with space
available.
The next presenter on Art’s
schedule is David Belser. http://
davidbelser.com/ David will be doing
a demo for us on Mar. 31st and a
hands-on class the following day, April
1st.
A glimpse at his opening page
confirms the enormous variety of his
creative span of work. With titles such
as Phyllostachys Hexagonos or Cryptex
Tantalus, one might head off to search their
Funk and Wagnall to try to understand where
this fellow has been traveling. What you may

find is that this is an artist who collects cube
corner retro-reflectors. His sheer honesty as
to his abilities or lack there of, which are few,
is entirely disarming and refreshing. (Check
out the notes on his 3RD Eye on his Abstract
page.)
His artistic range includes boxes that
lock with combination dials, bowls and
spheres turned from little more than long
match sticks, and wonderful illusion
pieces comparable to Escher prints.
The difference is that David’s are 3D
and can be physically manipulated.
David will be sharing with us
his sources of creativity and
his fearless attitude to try new
concepts. He will demonstrate how his
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use of unconventional
mediums of holding wood
for turning, including
Wax and ice allows him
to stretch beyond the
conventional.

The class on April 1st
will have each participant
take home his/her own set of spherical nested
boxes. David’s club collaborated for a group entry
to the Hartford Symposium in 2010 and they took
home 1st place for Artistic
Merit. Check out their
Club Collaboration http://www.gnhw.org/
blogs/subgroups/gswtsubgroup/2010/10/
hartford-symposium/.
David tells me “I have a
simple device that makes
it easy to turn the external
spherical shape and then use a pattern to hollow

it out. Anyone with basic
turning skills will be able
to turn one of the shells.”
So if this is something of
interest, get your name
into me soon as I expect
this class will be a sellout.
The all day demo is
$30, and the class is
$160, - max # in the class is 6 participants.
In May we have another unusual demonstrator
who will not be using the lathe, but who starts
each artistic piece with a lathe turned project,
mostly hollow forms. Instead Dixie Biggs will be
demonstrating the step by step process she uses to
carve the ornate leaves and such on her beautiful
pieces. Check her website and think about the
possibilities of adding a carved feature to some of
your work. http://dixiebiggs.com/gallery
Contact Peter McLaren (mclaren47@shaw.ca) if
you are interested in the class for either David or
Dixie.

FOF Notes

Claudia Hayward demonstrated the use of the skew chisel. For those of you who missed this informative
presentation, there are several video clips about the skew (and other tools) on the Guild’s website - just hit
the ‘Fundamentals T101 & FOF videos’ on the side menu, scroll down the page and click on the name of
the tool (in the black bar) that interests you.

Five Gouges
Bruce Campbell

There are four types of gouges in the classical turning tools. They are the spindle roughing gouge, the
spindle gouge, the bowl gouge and the detail gouge. I will also talk about a fifth style called a skew gouge
that is a specialty gouge with an asymmetric grind.
The Roughing Gouge
The roughing gouge has a semi-circular lower section with long straight wings on either side (Fig 1).
This gouge is used to remove lots of wood quickly. The sharp corners allow it to cut into a corner while
leaving the remainder of the blank uncut. This is especially useful
when turning furniture legs where a part of the leg is left square
for mortising in rails. It can also be held on the toolrest at an angle
using the straight section of the wing to make a skew-like cut
leaving a cleaner finish on the wood. With a little practice this tool
can be used to do quite delicate work as well as the heavy cutting
that it is known for.

Fig 1

This gouge is easy to sharpen as the angle of the bevel is
the same throughout and the cutting edge should be flat and
perpendicular to the shaft. Attention should be paid to the “wings”
to be sure they are flat and that the corners are complete and
sharp.
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A word of warning: this tool has the largest cutting edge of all the woodturning tools with the smallest tang
(the part holding it in the handle). As a result, it is possible to get a huge “catch” when a larger part of the
edge bites into the work. In turn, this can bend or break the tang of the gouge and lead to costly/dangerous
situations. Therefore, I strongly advise you NOT use this tool for bowl turning.
About Flutes
The remainder of the tools I will talk about are defined by their flute – the groove that is ground into the
shaft of the tool. Bowl gouges have the deepest flutes with the bottom of the flute below the center of the
bar. Spindle gouges have a semi-circular flute ending at or slightly above the center of the bar. And detail
gouges have the shallowest flute with the bottom around ¼ of the shaft diameter.
The flutes on detail and spindle gouges are semi-circular but those on bowl gouges can be of
several designs including “U” flutes, “V” flutes and “elliptical” flutes. Each design offers advantages and
shortcomings with the elliptical shape being the more versatile. The flute design alters the way the chips
are cleared and how the tool “feels” while being used. It also impacts the position of the swing arm on a
fingernail jig Be sure to work out the right setting for each of your gouges.

Fig 2a - Flute depths
Fig 2b - Bowl flute designs
Spindle Gouges
There are two kinds of spindle gouges – the round-bar type, called the modern spindle gouge and the
dished bar type called the continental spindle gouge. Both types can be used in the same way and for the
same tasks but the continental design is becoming less common on store shelves. In fact, I know of only
one maker (Sorby) that still produces them. Yet, for certain applications such as creating long flowing curves
as on table legs and tool handles they are quite exceptional. Many people actually treat them as roughing
gouges although they lack several of the major features of that tool.
The modern style spindle gouge comes in sizes from very small (1/8”) to 1/2” in 1/8” increments.
Continental gouges range in width from 8-35 millimeters.
Spindle gouges are best for cutting narrow “V” grooves, rolling beads of any size, and cutting coves of
any size. When sharpened properly they can reach into narrow spaces and leave crisp, clean details on
your work and with practice they will leave a clean surface that does not need sanding. However, they are
the thinnest gouges in woodturning and do tend to flex noticeably when extended too far over the toolrest.
Detail Gouge
A detail gouge performs just like a spindle gouge but because the flute is so shallow the tool is much
stiffer over the toolrest. So, detail gouges are often used in applications where a long reach is required such
as in the bottom of deep boxes. But the shallow flute has a drawback as it makes the cutting edge off-centre
from the support point of the tool and this makes it harder to roll beads and make finer cuts. In my shop this
is a specialty tool that I call on only when I have deep cutting to do. Otherwise, I use my spindle gouges.
Bowl Gouge
As the name implies, bowl gouges are most often used when turning bowls. But in more general terms
these gouges work best when the grain if the wood is perpendicular to the lathe rather than along it as in
spindle turning. They range in size from micro-size (1/8”) to really large (3/4”) and have various flutes as
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discussed earlier. These tools can take larger cuts and still remain stable because the cutting edge is well
below the center of the tool and thus closer to the supported part of the tool.
Much has been written on which grind works best on a bowl gouge and today some flavor of fingernail
grind is most commonly used. However, a number of well-known bowl turners recommend that you have a
5/8” bowl gouge with a shallow bevel and a “professional” profile for finishing off the bottom of deep bowls.
Finally, it would be unfortunate to only use bowl gouges on bowls and spindle gouges on spindle work. In
fact, there are times when each works exceptionally well in the other domain. For example, when shaping
a hollow form a bowl gouge offers control and excellent shearing capabilities. And when adding detail to a
bowl a spindle gouge works much better than a bowl gouge.
Skew Gouge
The skew gouge is a unique modification of a ”V” fluted bowl gouge that was developed to give cleaner
cuts on highly figured wood. Looking down on the top of the gouge, the right side of the flute is ground just
like a roughing gouge. That is, square across the flute. The left side is also ground straight but it is ground
back from the nose at about a 30 degree angle.
When doing a push cut on the outside of a bowl the right side of this gouge is presented to the wood at
the same orientation as a skew. The same is true for inside push cuts where the left side of the gouge is
engaged. However, this is really only a finishing tool. It does not perform overly well when hogging off large
amounts of wood.
About Steel
It used to be that when steel was marked HSS it indicated high quality. Unfortunately this is no longer the
case. There are a large and increasing number of makers that are compromising on one or more element
of the steel making process in order to sell tools at a lower price. But the old adage about getting what you
paid for continues to apply. I continually advise new and experienced turners to buy quality tools. These
things last a long, long time and over their lifetime even the most expensive ones are cheap. But quality
tools give far better service that “economy” tools.
For a more in-depth talk about steel in turning tools please read my article in the October 2008 GVWG
Newsletter. Below is an updated version of my best effort to identify toolmakers and the steel they use. I
hope you find it useful when making future tool purchases.
Steel*

Maker

M2

Crown (red handle), Henry Taylor standard, P&N, Record
Sorby, Henry Taylor and Henry Taylor Kryo

M4 - PM

Oneway

M41**

DWay Tools

ProPM

Crown (black handle)

ASP30

Hamlet (2030)

ASP60

Hamlet (2060)

CPM 10V or A11

Thompson

unknown

Canadian Tire Set, Forester, General International Set, Ashley Iles

* from makers website, catalogs, or direct communications
** M41 was not included in the 2008 study but is proving to perform very well
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GVWG Tech Talk
Robert Carlson

I am stood in for Bruce this month as he did
the main demonstration. It looks like everyone
recovered from the New Year celebrations and
ready to start a new year of turning.
Using a Pen reamer/end mill.
Tom brought up that during a course he took
several years ago on pen turning, he was taught to
use a Jacobs chuck in the head stock for mounting
the pen reamer/end mill and pushing the pen
blank onto it by hand. He commented that it was
cumbersome and may be dangerous. Just recently
he started using the reamer mounted in the drill
press and found that it made the job easier and safer.
Follow up Thread Cutting.
I am gratified that people have taken the idea of
thread turning to heart and brought in there own
efforts. The question posed is “How do you align
the grain from the lid and body of a threaded box?”.
The answer is relatively simple; by lightly sanding
the bottom rim of the lid on a flat surface you can
change the position of the grain alignment when the
box is closed. By repeating the process of lightly
sanding and re-fitting the box lid you can get a
perfect alignment.

Tail Stock problem.
Bill presented an issue with the tail stock quill
of his Nova lathe. After drilling a hole using a
Jacobs to the limit of the quill the hand wheel froze
preventing the quill from advancing or retracting.
After discussion around the table it was concluded
that the lead screw might have become crossthreaded and the unit would probably require
dismantling to discover the root of the problem. It
was suggested that the Nova distributer should be
contacted for support.
Loss of Torque.
A member brought up the problem that his
“General Maxi Lathe” model 25-200 DC has lost all
torque. It was noted that General has made two
versions of the lathe, the earlier version having a
different motor controller than the current model.
After discussion the consensus was that the DC
motor or the controller should be checked.
It looks like a good start to the New Year
and I would like to extend my thanks to all who
participated in the discussions.

Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

foot high pile of boxes of paper that he does not use.
This month we look at something that is
unavoidable in working with wood, sanding. Several Recently Bill wrote a couple of articles., one on High
months back Steve Kent arranged for sample kits of Speed Sanding:
SIA sandpaper and foam sanding pads to be made
http://alturl.com/epdat and another is his Sanding
available for all members. Having tried all of these
Paper Recommendations http://alturl.com/8ti93.
materials, I was very impressed in the quality of
For those who enjoy researching things in more
cutting action and the retention of grit
detail, I would refer you to a web forum at
on the paper. However, after trying
Sawmill Creek http://alturl.com/o8qm5.
several searches I was unable to
Remember,
locate the same SIA product number
All of this is quality information that
“Sand as
as we had received. But in this
each turner should tuck away in his / her
search process I found a few other
though Marco is own reference library.
informative sites on this sanding topic,
paying for your But as with so many things in turning,
some more useful than others, that I
personal preferences and prejudices play
Sandpaper”.
think are worth sharing with you.
a significant part in the materials and
The best discussion on the process
tools with which we are most comfortable,
of sanding was found on Bill Neddow’s site, http://
so we each stick to what is cheapest while we slave
www.billneddow.com. Bill is recognized by many in
to go back a grit or two to re-sand and remove a
the field as being the master of sanding. He has
couple lines that showed up due to carelessness in
spent many years researching and refining the
trying to get just a little more out of that one piece
application of sandpaper to wood, and has a fivebefore it is discarded.
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President’s Challenge - “New Year, New Idea”

Beverley Pears - Scoop - 1.75x5.75 in
Maple - Tung Oil

Bill Fowle - Bowl - 8x2 in - Birch - Stain & Ink

Colin Delory - Lamp
Keith Hudson - 11x13 in
Spalted Birch - Mineral Oil

Bill Olson - Chip Dip - 12x12 in
Apple, Maple & Holly - WOP

Dan Moleschi - Wine Bottle Coasters
6x2-2.5 in - London Plane, Broadleaf
Maple & English Walnut
Friction Wax - WOP

Ken Kimberley - Textured Square Bowl
6.5x1.75 in - Tung Oil
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President’s Challenge - cont’d

Bruce Campbell - Hollow Form
3x4 in Fir & Blackwood - Artist Ink

Leslie - Small Pot
2.5x2.5x2.5 in - Varnish

Merv - Juniper Plate - 8x16x.5 in - Juniper - Tung Oil

Merv - Burl Plate - 8x12x.5 - Maple - Tung Oil & Wax

Peter McLaren - Cedar Piece
20x8x2 in - Yellow Cedar

Tom Byrom - S Ball - Mertyle - Tounge
Phil Vetra - Bill Olsens New Handle 1.75x18 in - Maple - Dye & WOP
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Turning 101

Cathy Friesen - Christmas Bell - Maple - Tung Oil

Cathy Friesen - Tool Handle - Maple - Tung Oil

Dan Moleschi - Snowman - Maple - Friction Wax

Dan Moleschi - Christmas Bell - Maple
Friction Wax
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Instant Gallery

Beverly Pears
Lidded Box Teachers Bell
2.75x6.75 in - Maple & Holly
Tung Oil, India Ink & Lacquer

Bill Thomas - Candle Stick
8 in - Oak & Rosewood
Shellcoat & Wax

Bruce Campbell - Hollow Form
8x16in - Redheart - Mineral Oil

David Sweet - Lidded Box 3x4 in - Tiger Maple & a Rock
Tung Oil & Poly Blend
Chris Stiles - Wedding Goblets
2.5x6 in - Cherry - Polymerized Tung Oil

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form
5x13 in - Maple Burl - Satin WOP
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Instant Gallery

Dan Moleschi - Tea Light Candle Holders
5-6x2 in - Maple & English Walnut

Keith Hudson - 11x12 in
Denim Pine & Steel Rod - Shelawax Cream

David Sweet - Platter - 8x3 in - Maple Burl
Tung Oil & Poly Blend

John Spitters - Bowl & Fruit - 9x1.75 in
Maple & Cherry - WOP

Dennis Schmidt - Bowl - 8x4 in
Cedar - Sanding Sealer

Jim Johnson - Platter - 10x1 in
Maple Burl - Satin WOP
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Announcements

The Vancouver Island Woodturners Guild is
bringing in Stephen Hatcher for a demo and
series of classes; http://www.islandwoodturners.
ca/ the dates run from April 28th to May 2nd.
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GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

604.468.0605

Vice President
Ed Pretty

604.888.5967

Upcoming classes and woodturning events –
February/March 2012

Secretary
Claudia Hayward

604.462.7597

Feb 18

polishing class, KMS Coquitlam

Mar 4

Okanagan Valley Woodturning
Symposium, KMS Kelowna

Treasurer
Fred Baldwin

604.812.4972

Members At Large
Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Michelle Gendron
Tom Byrom
Bill Fowle
Kees Hof
Joel Elder

604.937.3275
604.533.1939
604.789.1873
604.929.1766
604.466.2150
604.420.7795
604.460.0992

Library Acquisitions Advisor
Don Hoskins

604.939.6808

Educational Coordinators
Steve Kent
Peter McLaren
Merv Graham

604.937.0145
604.533.1939
604.272.3525

Librarian
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief
Lance Rossington

604.462.9985

FOF Coordinator
Murray Mackinnon

604.986.5746

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Events on the Horizon

Mar 10

GVWG Brentwood turning show

Mar 10

Pen turning class, KMS Coquitlam

Mar 10

Northwest Washington Woodturners are
having A day with Al Stirt in Anacortes,
WA.

Pacifc Brant Carving and Art Show
Just wanted to let your members know we
have added a woodturning competition as part of
the Pacific Brant Show. All turners can compete
in two categories, functional and/or decorative
turnings. There are three skill levels from Novice
to Advanced.
All the information and an entry form is at:
www.thebrant.ca
The turning info is at http://alturl.com/59r2c
The show is in Sidney on Vancouver Island
on April 14 & 15. A special hotel rate of $89. has
been arranged at the Travelodge across the street
for the show.
We would love to see your members come
over and help us build the turning component of
the show. They are welcome to offer their work
for sale from the competition table or in the sales
table area (10% commision charged in the sales
table area.)

Newsletter
Michelle Gendron

604.789.1873

editor@gvwg.ca

Digital Photography
Georgette McLaren
Bill Fowle

604.533.1939
604.466.2150

Webmaster
Steve Hansen

604.585.0638

